COVER
Front : 3142, "our" 4 Cor; Rear : the Southern
Railway Coat of Arms. (Both drawn by Nigel Carter)

EDITORIAL
It would be silly not to recognise that ageing equipment
and staff shortages — both basically, products of cash
problems — are at the root of delays to train services
in most cases. Yet recent experience, on SR's Central
Division at least, has been of much poorer running than
usual. Track circuit failures and derailments, seem to
be on the increase; perhaps some of our BR-employed
members can refute this. But is it not conceivable that
the degree of carelessness (minute in relation to the
total operation) has grown?
Most enthusiasts would, I suppose, say with Sidney
Weighell of the NUR that the railways do a remarkable job
in timekeeping and efficiency overall. But is: the Southern
as up to the mark as, say, the Underground or Glasgow
suburban services, or roughly comparable foreign systems?
To bang another drum that is something of an LR theme, the
paucity of information when there is a breakdown (particularly on the running or otherwise of connecting services)
needs to be given much more attention.
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THE

"DORSET DAWDLER"

At the scheduled time of 10.00 on May 3,a 3H "Berkshire" d.e.m.u. rolled away from
Southampton station
at the start of the SEG's Dorset Dawdler Railtour.
Unit 1131 bore the headcode 94 as she did throughout
the tour, and on leaving Southampton the trailer
composite was leading. The train was well-filled.
After a pause at Totton we branched off on to the
Fawley line (only opened 1925, closed to passengers
1966) and dawdled on a delightful run by Southampton
Water to the crude oil stench filled cutting that
contains Fawley stn, almost totally intact, including
name
boards. This was an extremely photog
and we swarmed all over the track and immediate area.
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Despite a two-minutes early departure, Totton
arrival (up line) was late and so was the departure,
hand-signalled, at 11.13. But the 33 made a smart run
through the New Forest for a prompt arrival at Bournemouth, where a brief stop was followed by a relaxed run
over the sparkling waters of Parkstone and Holes
Bays, through Poole and on via Wareham to Dorchester,
coasting down Bincombe incline past the "don't blink
oryou'll miss me", Radipole Halt. After waiting
several minutes at Weymouth Jcn to collect a man with
a red flag and a police escort, 1131 travelled sedately
along the roads to the consternation (as usual) of
countless motorists. Progress was slow enough to
allow a few intrepid patrons to clamber off and take
pictures from the lineside as well as from the train.
Incidentally,
apart from many of the passengers, it
was the first time the Eastieigh-based driver had been
on the
Quay branch. After the police had removed
an obstructive Triumph Herald, we arrived at the Quay
terminal ten minutes late. After the break for lunch,
a Western National bus and a luggage van, to deal with
arriving boat passengers intended for the 13.33 Weymouth
-Waterloo,
blocked our route and we eventually left
six minutes down at 1 3 . 3 0 .
There then followed a fine, sustained effort on
the climb out of Weymouth, and five minutes were regained by Dorshester West. North of there, it was
frightening how the WR had decimated the area. The
platform's at Maiden Newton were predictably packed
for the last day's working on the Bridport branch. The
strengthened service train was formed (from the south)

W55033, W51387, W59497, W51345, all Bristol Pressed

Steel Co. cars. The Bridport branch has been described
recently in many magazines; suffice it to say that
the beautiful line was packed throughout with people.
Perhaps a better preservation prospect than many, the
branch's closure puts the whole Castle Cary -Dorchester
line under threat (Yeovil is the only town intermediately.)
After Bridport, 1131 emerged from the remaining
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line in the Maiden Newton coal
yard, and we were
off, late again Progress was rapid to Yeovil Pen Mill
with its two platform faces for the up line.
Following a very squeaky, reversal up the rusty connection
to Yeovil Junction (colour lights recently installed, and
we discovered a sign proclaiming "Axminster - change here
for the Lyme Regis branch"), we set off, looking forward
to the stop at the now-closed Templecombe stn, where
the old Somerset and Dorset line used to intersect the
SR. Unfortunately, our driver forgot to pull up, and
we passed Templecombe at about 56 mph. We got a red
at Gillingham, resulting in a frustrating ten-minute stop,
with thoughts of what had been missed a few miles back.
Progress thereafter was uneventful, and despite getting
priority over the 17.05 Bristol Temple Meads-Portsmouth
at Wilton, final arrival at Eastleigh was six minutes late.

I'm sure all members will want to thank BR for
the tour in general, Geoff Warren and Greg Beecroft who
organised, it for the SEG, Chris Totty and Nigel Adams who
made the smart headboard, and Mr Beecroft again for the
well-produced and accurate itinerary,

SRINCIDENTS,1973
In the annual report for 1973 on railway safety, the
Effingham Jcn shed fire is attributed to a defect in

a heater under the seat of an e.m.u. and the failure of the
driver to operate the cut-out switches when berthing his
train, leading to an earth fault and overheating leading
to ignition of the seat. The fire at Wandsworth Town station
was caused
by
paper falling on a gas heater
left on overnight.
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Among other SR accidents mentioned are : 25vi Cannon St collision - driver passed signal at
danger; 3ix Dorking Nth collision - driver failed to
keep train under proper control when moving to couple
units; 6ii Buffer collision at Vic - driver made 2nd
brake application too soon after first and reservoirs
had not had time to recharge; 27ii Buffer collision at
Cannon St - driver "mismanaged" air brake; 14iii
collision at Vic - train slid past signal on wet rails
due to driver braking too late; 10vii collision at
Oxted - driver of detached rear portion of train irregularly drew it up plat when front portion leaving
and collided with it when it stopped to pick up passenger
who had been in wrong section of train; 24ix Hopper
wagon derailment at Balcombe - perm way supervisor
failed to appreciate degree to which track had settled;
23x collision at W'loo - vans propelled into a dock
that was occupied instead of empty one; 7iii Buffer
collision at London Bdge - faulty brake equipment;
19vii Hopper wagon derailment nr. Slade Green
rotational stiffness of bogie; 30v e.m.u. derailment
at Wloo - faulty points; 12viii e.m.u. derailment at
Ascot - faulty points; 3v e.m.u. running through
gates at Teston - driver failed to observe signals;
6x block train through gates at Grain - failure to
carry out brake test; 8xi running through gates at
Clay Lane - keeper opened gates without signalman's
permission.

There was several accidents involving men working on the line, due to inadequate protection or to
their carelessness. One trackman was electrocuted at
Lewisham and a guard at Clapham Jcn. Various railwaymen were injured through contact with the live rail.

3
1
4
2

— THE HEYDAY

The following log of a run with 4Res / 4Cor 306l/
3142 comes from R.F. Beckett. It was made on Oct
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8, 1938, a Saturday, with the 17.20 PortsmouthHbrWaterloo. The weather was misty (dark after Petersfield
and the train was fairly empty.
sched. actual speed
miles
h. m. s.

20.5
21.7
23.0

Portsmouth Hbr
Portsmouth &
Southsea
Fratton
Portcreek Jcn
Farlington Jcn
Bedhampton
Havant
Rowlands Castle
Idsworth Crossing
m.p. 58¼
Buriton siding
Petersfield
Sheet Crossing
Stodham Crossing
Liss

27.6

Liphook

31.4

Haslemere

36.0

W i t l e y

38.2

Milford
Godlaming
Farncombe
Peasmarsh J c n
Shalford Jcn
Guildford

0.0
0.8

1.6
5.0
7.4
8.0
11.2

13.3

16.2
17.2
19.5

,

39.9

40.9
42.4
42.9
44.l

47.6

5. 20. 40K)
5.20
23
23
2 4
24.30
26.20
29.30
29½

33

30.05
32.15
33.10 severe

37.30
39.40
43.25

47

44.30
46.35

47.30
48.30
49.45
54.50

6.0½

Worplesdon

59.45
6.00.50
6.10
8.00
9.45

17

12.35
13.20
15.25
17.15
22.15
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s.s
60
62
66

pws&s.s
52

55
47
65
70
66
60
62

48min.

60
50 rain.

76
65 min.

74

s.s

50
50
47

68

49.7
50.1
52.8
54.0

55.3
57.4
58.5
60.0
61.1

62.4

63.5

6 .24.30
24.40
6.2626
27.10

Woking Jcn
Woking
Byfleet
West Weybridge
Weybridge
Walton
Hersham
Esher
Hampton Ct. Jcn. 38
Surbiton
Berrylands

64.8 Malden
65.8 Raynes Pk
67.2 Wimbledon
68.9 Earlsfield
70.6 Clapham Jcn.
71.7 Queen's Road
73.1 Vauxhall
74.4

Waterloo

47½

30

31.10
32,20

sigs
s.a.s.

30
64
65
66
72
75
74 -

34.05
35.00
36.15
37.10 72
38.10 60
39.20 sigs

severe

41.10 30
42.40 50
60
44.10
50
46
48.10 s.s.a
49.50 45
51.30 45

sigs severe
6.54
6.55

DIVERSION MEMORIES

The recent lengthy closure of Mountfield Tunnel and
the consequent diversion and shortened running of London-Hastings d.e.m.u's brings to mind the arrangements
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made when the same route was affected by the closure
of 'Bo-Peep
Tunnel, between West St Leonards and St
Leonards (Warrior Square) between 'Nov.27 1949 and June
4, 1950. As with the recent situation, I think there
were some diverted
runs (steam-hauled, of c o u r s e )
between London and Hastings via Ashford, but mostly
two now-disappeared facilities were used Most
direct Hastings services Were run over the branch from
Crowhurst Tom Bexhill West (always lavish station)
and electric trains from the Eastbourne direction were
turned at the xxx to St Leonards (West Marina) stn
to the east of xxx St Leonards depot.
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WHERE THEY RAN
2. THE SR 3 SUBs

For all that was written at the time about the Southern
Railway's suburban electrifications of 1925-37, and
what has been researched since by way of rolling stock
data, surprisingly little is on record about what types
of Sub unit were operated on each of the three sections

had started.
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These notes, therefore, are written tentatively
in the hope that someone who was active in the 1920s
and 1930s may be prompted to dig into memory or records.

What seems certain is that, until about 1929, when

the Western, Central and Eastern sections were first
linked by the live rail via Wimbledon, Herne Hill and
Epsom, there was no interchange of the various types
of unit between sections. Thus, the South Western
units 3201-84 and 1285-1310 would have stayed on the
Western section. With no possibility of a one for
one swap, the Eastern section units would have
stayed firmly on their home ground as well.
There were other factors limiting stock interchanges during this period. The Eastern section was
not fully cleared for "restriction 4" electrics until
1939t so this would possibly have prevented South
Western units from running there. Crystal Palace
tunnel was similarly restricted until the summer of
1
9
3
8
.
There must, however, have been some interchanges
because, once the big wave of conversions was complete,
the small batches of units turned out for all three
sections in 1931-7 were suitable for use anywhere;
and if they were exchanged, then the 3 Subs converted
between 1925 and 1931 could be exchanged too, albeit
in small numbers.
Whatever our doubts
about 1931-9, ce
the early part of the war all was a glorious and
constantly changing mixture. The author "copped"
every single 3 Sub (barring a few war losses) in
about two years simply by waiting for them to come
through Twickenham stn.
Things did not settle down again until 1945,
when for a brief period the Western section was almost entirely 4 Sub-operated, and most of the 4Subs
for practical purposes, most of the original
South Western units
were allocated there. At this
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time, the Central and Eastern sections were still infested with two-coach trailer sets.
A few personal recollections of 3 Subs stand but in
particular
South Western wedge-end units in the SR's
"gloomy" era dark green on Windsor services before the
Nols arrived the curious baritone tram-like noise which
the SR Eastern section batch (1496-1524) used to make
when unburdened by passengers and trailer coaches; and
the last few 3 Subs on the Western section, getting
grimier and grimier, trundling round the Hounslow Loop

circa 1948.

DUTIES OF A STATION

ANNOUNCER

Many of the thousands of regular travellers through
London Bridge stn will know that the majority of announcements
tapes. But few, will have visited the snail office located at the Borough Mkt Jcn end of platforms 1/2 where
I work as one of a team responsible for those down
trains on the Eastern platforms. In fact I expect that
very few even know where we are located!
Our office was built in 1970 on top of a building
used as a mess room by the Borough Mkt permanent way
gang and is located just off the end of 1/2 platforms,
I work as part of a team of four - three of us on rotating shifts to man the office 24 hours a day and the
remaining one on day shift only for relieving rest days.
Of the original four staff in the office, only one is
still working there.
Although we have facilities to announce on all
Eastern division platforms those for up trains on
plats. 4,5 and 6 are actually handled by the Railmen on
the plats — operating a small recorded tape machine located on 5/6 plat. We are basically responsible for
announcing all down trains on 1, 2 & 3 plats.; for this
we have 128 pre-recorded tapes at our disposal which
cover the majority of our needs. Only a few "odd"
trains such as certain peak
hour
Page
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with irregular stops are not catered for and have
to be "manually" announced. Each of our tapes can ,
only be used for a particular plat. and is in
two
parts - the first will generally start "The next
train from platform...", when the message is complete the tape will automatically stop. When the
train has come to a stop we can press a re-start
button to start the second part which usually begins "The train now at,..."

The announcing forms the major part of our duties but we also have certain other responsibilities .
during each turn.
In our office is the
base for
the short-wave radio sets that are carried by the
principal personnel on the stn.(e,g.station
manager and assistant, supervisors) so that each can
be contacted in seconds in any emergency. In addition
to the announcing, we have to report to Control (at
Beckenham) any late running of our trains up or down.
For this purpose we have two registers (one for up
the other for down) in which we maintain a daily record of all trains passing. It is difficult and not
always possible to see each up train in times of
Severe disruption to down services as we always give
priority to giving correct announcements and information to the public.
In our office is one of a number of telex machines
which are located at principal points on the division
and linked to our Divisional Control at Beckenham.
We get our train service information (cancellations,
late running, etc.) from them in this manner. Upon
receipt of same, we have to advise Borough Mkt
Jcn and London Bdge signal-box, all persons interested
on our own stn., and also the Railman or supervisor
in charge at New Cross (who advises N. Kent East signal
box) and Charlton (who advise Deptford to Westcombe
Pk inclusive) as appropriate to each message. A simiPage 98

r

lar system operates at other stns. having the telex machines - so that any message typed out should in a matter
of a few minutes be known by all concerned on the division
We nay occasionally get a message concerning an incident
on another Region (such as January's Watford derailment)
or a cancellation of hovercraft services from Dover —
in these cases we would for example advise our information office and arrange for our staff to prepare blackboard notices to advise passengers.
How do we know when trains are coming? In our
office are located repeaters of the "Next train" indicators on the plats. These/are operated by Borough Mkt
box (for down trains) and London Bdge (up). Particularly
in the peak periods we keep a good eye for the train
headcodes to confirm what actually is coming into the stn.
in order that we play the correct tape - for the descriptions are a little ambiguous at times. "Via Orpington"
could mean a train terminating at Orpington or Sevenoaks. We have a train for example that is described as
"via Greenwich" but doesn't call at Greenwich (17.25
from Charing X) ! No doubt this aspect will be improved
on
with the building of the new signal box and
associated works.
We have two closed circuit television screens for
viewing 1/2 plats. - we can get a reasonably clear view.
We also have a set of direct telephone links to the
signal boxes, Charing Cross, Cannon St., Beckenham divisional control, Dartford signal box, New Cross, Charlton,
and all our Eastern platforms. Charing X and Cannon
St advise us of late starts, which we announce as necessary for the information of down passengers.
Under normal circumstances I find the job quite easy, but there are times when it is difficult to follow
each and every movement — such as a major incident in the
London area. The office is single manned at all times
except in these emergencies when we may double-man for
the peak period. One such time was the closure of Cannon St last August.
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On each night turn we have a number of

odd

jobs to do - such as amending the magnetic information boards showing the current week's engineering

work, checking new timetable and departure poster

proofs, etc. On a weekday service our last down
trains are 00.03, 01.08 and 01.12 (23.54 CX-G'ham,
00.59 eX-Dartford. and 01.02 Blackfriars-Orpington

respectively), then there is a gap to 4.15 (4.6 CX
to Orpington) and the service resumes with the 5.9
(5.4 Cannon St-Dartford). On the up our last train
is the 23.57 (21.50 Ramsgate-Charing X). . There is a
staff train at 2.26 (1.55 Dartford-Cannon St), then
at 3.54 (3.30 Orpington-CX)—-the main service commencing again at 4.31 with the 4.5 Addiscombe-Cannon St
and 4.0 Slade Grn-CX. There are occasional ECS
trains to Depot for CM & EE purposes, also ballast

and light loco movements.
As far as we are aware at the present moment, on
completion of the Eastern section re-signalling,
our office will remain in its present location but
with certain modified equipment, such as the installation of Solari destination board equipment and a

visual display unit so that we can tell the exact lo-

cation of trains in the London Bdge area.
For those interested in statistics, the following

office (excluding ballast van trains or engines)
and in the busiest hours of the morning and evening
peaks:
M-F 8.5-9-5Down
stopping

25; fast 7; ECS 15.

M-F 17.00-18.00 stopping
U p M - F

8.5-9.5

34; fast : 20.
stopping 29; fast 28.

M-F 17.00-l8.00 stopping 21, fast. 14, ECS 8.

As will be seen 104 and 97 trains for the busiest
hours of the peaks is quite a formidable total. As
for the complete daily total of trains - taking the
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Monday to Friday service as aa example, we have 493
down and believe it or not the same number up, in spite
of there being certain trains splitting or attaching
portions at Charing X outside the peak period. On Saturdays and Sundays the number of trains is, of course, less
The number of interesting workings we see at London Bdge is rather limited. As members will know, all
Service trains are m.u. operated but I have seen there
a Class 47 diesel on a ballast train, the Fisons' Weed
Killing Train, and various engineers' tamping and track
recording machines. In daylight hours it is possible
to photograph them (if we. know when they are coming!)
On weekdays there are booked workings for CM&EE
purposes between Slade Grn and Selhurst and vice versa
which does bring the occasional visit of 4Sub stock to
the Eastern side at LB. The trains concerned (which operate on an as required basis) are 11.10 Slade GrnSelhurst and 20.40 Selhurst-Slade Grn. Both workings
are booked to run into Cannon St but invariably run into No 4 plat. at London Bdge to turn round. On Wednesdays we usually see one of the 2 car Departmental stores
units en route from Slade Green to S e l h u r s t .
To complete the story, I must make mention of staff
shortages. When peak services have to be cancelled, we
usually suggest that special stops are applied on some
services to get passengers, home. Generally the Control
are sympathetic to our requests !
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REGIONAL REVIEW
STOCK NOTES

More Sub units have been noted as having only open
accommodation. 4605 is now formed 12655, 10259,12359
(ex 4386), 12656; 4732 is formed 12795, 12354 (ex438l)
10239, 12796.
TLVs 68202/5/6 were at Chart Leacon on 30v. 68202
/6 arrived at each end of a Vep trailer coach which has
had its air suspension replaced by conventional coil
springs. In answer to a query in an earlier LR, dei.cing
Thevan
new
D timetable
76087 is has
allocated
inevitably
to Chart.
brought some stock

changes on some trains. The 9.14 W'loo-Effingham Jcn is
now formed 4Vep+4Epb, (formerly 8Sub). The Sats only
B'ton-Exeter and return is formed 2 X 6B units (formerly
6L+6B).
The following were noted in the works at Eastleigh
on Open Day locos 07012, 33 030, 33 108/12, 33 211,
71 005, 73 136; Units 409, 1036, TSO only of 1102,

1206, 4632, 5343, 5606/21, 5916, 6053/92, 6102/26,

7043, 7139/44/53 (still in the process of being refurbished), 7206, 7311/67-9, 7747-50, 7853/4, 68007.
In addition to the above withdrawn 07 shunter 2991
was in front of the works.
Waterloo & City coach S55 has been in Selhurst yard
for some time and is apparently having its asbestos fire
shielding removed; all other W & C cars are to be similarly treated.
On 2v, unit 1113 seen on 17.09 Vic-E. Grinstead
with MBSO ex 13l8 (unit
no. painted over to show 1113; remaining coaches in
Selhurst, showing no apparent accident damage.
Digressing from the Southern, Cl. 08 shunter
D3045 which was formerly allocated to the SR has gone
to British Rail Engineering, Glasgow. End guards brakes
or Cep 7153 being replaced by centre compartment(as Veps
WITHDRAWN STOCK
The following were at Lancing on 5iv: 4112/3/77, 4356
/9/62/4/6/74/5. On the same day 4361 was at Crystal
Palace, and 4386 (3 coaches only) and 4625 were at
Streatham Hill. By 25v 4364/6 had moved from Lancing
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to Selhurst where they were noted together with 053,
the latter being despatched to Micheldever on 28v after
over seven months in Selhurst scrap sidings.
054 (formerly 3087) was despatched to Ward's scrapyard at Brighton during May, S100453 (ex 3159) was
moved from Chaddesden on l7v to an unknown destination
presumably for scrap.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

The high speed trials with 4 R e p 3009 (BOMO) continued
during early May on the down fast line between Brookwood and Basingstoke.
An excursion from Ramsgate to Portsmouth Hbr (for
IoW) on 3v was formed 7166+7014+7207 (all RMGT).
c Cig 7358 (BTON) was most unusually noted on the
19.48 Southampton-Bournemouth (vice 17.42 ex W'loo) on
4
v
.
No fewer than five SW Div 4Veps arrived at Folkestone Hbr on 11v; 7833/21/39 (all FTON) on an excursion
from Staines and 7707/38 (both BOMO) on a similar working from Basingstoke. It is unusual to see any type of
stock except for Ceps, Beps and MLVs on the Harbour
branch.
Owing to an extended permanent way occupation of the
line between Crawley and Horsham meant that the stock for the 6.3 Crawley
-London Bdge on 24v was trapped at Horsham. This train
was replaced by an additional 6.6 Three Bridges-Norwood
Jcn formed loco 73 131+7CCT+BSK+CK. This was the 5.54
Brighton-New Cross The newspaper empties retimed.
4Cig units were seen at Margate on 26v when 7407 +
7389/97 (all WDON) arrived on an excursion from Portsmouth Hbr. 2 Hap 5634
(BTON), was noted back in its old
SE territory on 29/30v, being noted both days in the
formation of the 7.48 Rochester-Victoria.
Rebuilding work at Ash Vale stn meant that on 1vi
only the London end of the up plat. could be used. On
that day, no trains ran between Brookwood and Aldershot.
The W'loo-Ascot-Guildford service terminated at Ash Vale.
Because of the restricted plat. available 2 Sap units
(incl. 5903/9/37) were used instead of the usual 4Cigs.
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STATIONS, SIGNALLING etc

During the weekend of 19/20v, the second half of a
new bridge just east of READING stn. was put in, affecting
the SR and the WR fast line. The first, affecting the WR
relief line, was installed two weeks previously. W'loo
trains started and terminated at Wokingham, the section
to Reading being covered by the Tonbridge service or
a WR d.e,m.u. This service was replaced by buses on both
evenings. The bridge replaced the one that was widened
when plat. 4A was built. Plat. 4B at Reading was brought
into use as planned on 5v. The only SR trains now using
the main stn. are those which run ECS to and from Reading
diesel depot, and those "Tadpole" line trains loco hauled.
The junction at ST DENYS was remodelled in May. At
this stn the semaphore signal on the up line at the north
end has been replaced by a colour light signal.
Dn the subject of signals, is Lymington Pier the last
electric-served SR stn with lower quadrant sig. ? (Starter
above fixed distant).
It is reported that the speed limit on the Bournemouth
line has been increased to 100 mph in places. Anyone any
more,details ?
At HOLBORN VIADUCT the former plats. 2 & 3 have been
removed and remaining plats. numbered l to 3.
Work in connection with the London Bdge scheme
is now in hand at NEW CROSS and will continue until ii76.
Plats 2 & 3 and the tracks serving them are being reconstructed between May and Aug. The subway to and from
plat. 3 will be temporarily closed and a footbridge provided running from plat, 2 to plats. 4&5 (where some trains
normally using 2/3 will be diverted) with a link to 3.
Plat. 2 is to be cut back at the country end but extended
at the City end so will still accommodate 10 car trains.
Plat. 3 is to be stripped of all buildings and a temporary waiting shelter provided. At the country end the
rear of the plat will be demolished starting at the track
face and continuing for about ½ its width. This is on the
right hand side facing London, and will affect ¾ of the
plat. Where this cannot be done, at the City end, the
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plat, will be removed in sections and each section replaced in temporary form. In Aug. the track serving
plat. 3 will be moved from one side of the plat. to
the other and into the area made available by the reduction in plat. width. Plats. 4 & 5 will be closed.
From mid August until next Feb. an additional track will
be laid in the area previously

occupied by plats 4/5.

Plat. 3 will be restored to its original width, temp.
sections replaced with permanent ones, the temp. footbridge removed and the subway between plat. 2 & 3
reopened.
On 5v, plats. 6 & 7 at LONDON BDGE (SE side) were
renumbered 5 & 6 respectively. The re-numbering of
the present plats. 10-19 on the Ctl side to 7-l6
is
scheduled for mid Aug. when (with the start of the
first phase of the new sig. box) the Ctl reversible
line between LB and New Cross Gate
will become operational. The new layout at NEW CROSS
GATE ensures, as at New Cross, the isolation of the
LT Met. line tracks from the SR system.
HEADCODES
With the new May timetable, a few Ctl div headcodes
have altered. 3 rather than 5 is now used for London
Bdge-Brighton runs via the Quarry, Instead of using
4only for non-stop Vic-Bton runs, it now applies to
trains making a maximum of two stops. The use of 98 on
the Vic-Redhill-Littlehampton-Bognor trains has
been changed to 24, mirroring the 42 used on up runs.
DERBY DAY

Royal train (dep. Vic. 12,10, arriving Tattenham
Cnr 12.45) hauled by loco 31 258. That service, natural
-ly, ran to time, but others disrupted by derailment
(see Mishaps section). This probably led to 8 Sub
being berthed, most unusually, in electrified siding at
Tatt. Cnr (2 installed, rarely if ever used before).
Seven specials due to be formed 8 Sub that day (4vi),
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MISHAPS
In the early hours of 10iv, during shunting
at Andover, three vans being shunted from down to
up line, hauled by loco 47 551 became derailed;

extensive track damage. Wloo-Exeter trains
diverted via Southampton and Romsey, and d.e.m.u.
shutte
laid on between Basingstoke and Andover.
Early on 21 iv, cement train double
headed with 33 204 and 33 047 derailed on flyover
between St Johns and Nunhead. Five wagons involved
and accident brought about the complete closure
of the line for three days.
On 27 iv, loco 33033 was derailed at Grove
Park. Both Stewarts La and Hither Green cranes
turned out worked by 33022 and 33037 respectively.
As the 1
5
.
4
8 Vic-Ore was leaving St Leonards
(Warrior Sq) on 29iv, three shoes were knocked
off by a displaced conductor rail (units 7331
7435). Electric services from London and Brighton
for rest of the day turned at Bexhill; d.e.m.u.s
ran, including a shuttle service to Bexhill The
live rail not repaired until midnight.
The derailment of
4Cig 7418 at Reading on 30iv blocked access to
plat. 4A until mid afternoon. During this time
trains from Wloo. turned, at Wokingham with a WR
d.e.m.u. connection to Reading; All "Tadpole"
line services able to run into main station.
An eight-year-old boy fell to his death from
the 14.15 Portsmouth Hbr-W'loo at New Malden on
3v. Current was turned off on down lines for
a while; down evening servicesdelayedbyupto 35 mins.
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Derailment of loco 731141 at Stewarts La. early on
l4v resulted in some locos, including that for 9.00
W'loo-Exter, going to Eastleigh for fuel.

Owing to a permanent way occupation over-running
from the previous (Sun) night, single line working
over down between Redhill and Reigate all day on
19v. All through London services cancelled. Some
Redhill-Reigate shuttles run using 3H 1112.
During shunting at Selhurst depot on 22v,
train formed Subs 4285 and4744
in collision, resulting in bad damage to
coaches 8635, 9024, 10313 and 8634.
In another depot collision at St Leonards on
25v, coach 60553,
(xxx)
(unit 1035)
and 60045 (1037) derailed and damaged. Chart Leacon
crane summoned and afternoon electrics from Eastbourne
had to turn at Bexhill to allow crane to work.
Derby Day,4vi,saw a most inconvenient
derailment at Norwood Jcn. It happened just after
11.00 and two wagons propelled by loco 73 132
derailed on down relief. All roads blocked for
a while. Resultant delays hit race traffic. The
11,43 London Bdge-Tattenhan Cnr was held over 20
mins on reversible line at S. Croydon to allow
Royal train to pass (see previous section), eventually
arriving 30 minutes down.
The 2.15 W'loo-Weymouth collided
on 5vi at
Micheldever with a rail which apparently fell of
a wagon on an up train. Loco 74 003 derailed on
the points at the south end of the stn. Serious disruption followed. The up line was opened and during
the morning single line working was the rule. The
10.40 Bournemouth-Wloo was noted as not running.
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On 5vi, ten wagons of an evening.
Norwood
-Tonbridge freight (hauled by loco 33 209)
derailed between Edenbridge and Penshurst. One
mile of the down line damaged, and had to be
closed for several days.

That accident had serious repercussions.

On the 9th at about 20.30, a Redhill-Norwood
freight was derailed just north of
Merstham tunnel. One sand-carrying wagon off
and damaged perhaps ½ mile of the up line.
Due to a shortage of track materials because
of the previously-mentioned incident, the up line
stayed out of commission for an entire week.

To allow work to proceed, the down line was shut
as follows: from 22.00 on Tuesday (the
10th),
Wed., Thurs and Fri through to 16.00 Wed., Thurs,
Fri and 8.00 Sat. Redhill-Earlswood-Merstham
shuttles provided (most services to/from London
via Quarry) maintained mostly by d.e.m.u's,
sometimes in tandem. Noted were 1118, 1202/3,
1201, 1106. Headcode 4 used (hardly the fast
qualities associated with through services !)
Just to add to the complications, an elderly
man fell to his death in front of the 7.15 (not
stopping) Bognor-Vic service running on up through
at Earlswood on 10vi. Stn. crowded because of
diversions from Redhill etc. Train itself (leading unit 7322) delayed nearly 15 minutes, standing
across junction; other services disrupted.
On 7vi, driver of 15.54
Bton-Seaford stopped between Lewes and Southerham
Jcn to report about a 12 inch subsidence affecting
up and down lines. After about 16.15 London/Ore
services cancelled.
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On 10vi, coach 65434 of 2 S a p 5940 was
derailed and leaned over after derailing
on up main points to up siding at Staines
at about 22.00. Track cleared by 7.00
the next day.
The hot weather that characterised June
brought some instances of rail distortion
One such incident was on the up
line between Tadworth and Kingswood on the
Tatt. Cnr, branch
on llvi. Trains ran
at reduced speed over the affected section
from
about
1645 to
18.30disrupted
Aft, and
W'loo
suburban
services
on 6vi
by eve.
buckled
rail
on up
line between
Motspur Pk/Raynes
Pk.
The month before, in some contrast,
flooding brought problems. As usual, the
Shepperton branch was affected at Fulwell.
On l7v, an emergency service using 33 107
+ 4TC unit 401 ran from Kingston until
early evening.
The same day there was also flooding on
the SE Div. Bexleyheath line trains were
running only between Eltham Well Hall and
Dartford owing to trouble at Blackheath,
North Kent line trains which normally run
via Blackheath were diverted via Greenwich,
Other places affected were Sheerness where
branch trains were turned at Queenborough,
Eynsford and Lenham.
ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA

LR 13

P 55 L49-53 The ex Cor car noted was
S10088S (ex 3134 not
S10086S as reported. Now,
it stands in a little compound at Eastleigh with its
windows boarded up and
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labelled "Health Hazard". It was
loco hauled from Fratton on
12i72. More details?
LR 23 p42 L24/5

LR 24 P72

L21/2

P75 L1-6

Veps 7859/76 noted as having
exchanged motor coaches seen
on 19iv in original formation.
Formations of 7741/2: in both
units the motor coach is next
to the even numbered driving
coach, not the odd one,
Informed observers firmly rule
out reports of Salisbury electrification, St Pancras-Bedford
heads priorities; on the SR,
the Oxted and Hastings direct
lines come more or less next.
Class 50 locos regarded as
unlikely motive power westward;
extra rolling stock shows no sign

of being built.
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